CES OMEGA FLEX
Electronic key

Convenient mechanical and electronic combination
When electronic components are added to an existing mechanical master key system, the question arises of how to modify the locking medium. Is it a matter of issuing a card or chip in addition to the key? The locking medium (MIFARE®) clips quickly onto existing keys and combines trusted locking systems with up-to-date ID technology.
Fit the locking medium and enjoy all the benefits of MIFARE® ID technology straight away

From contactless locking systems to additional time registration systems and cashless payment systems, the mechanical key can be converted into an electronic key without costly modification or reworking, making it part of a mechatronic CES master key system. The locking medium fits on all CES keys with a round bow (for conventional and reversible key systems).

The electronic key is available in the following colours: (Your choice of RAL colour for 500 units and above)